WP 2 Information & Knowledge exchange

Task 2.1. Standard Documentation
Developing standardized documentation sheets to allow comparisons of running investigations and legal constraints of the different railways (taking into account that beside the documentation, the integrated management approach can be fed with the needed parameters): use of common units, ...

Result: Standardized documentation sheets according to the parameter lists of task 1.2 beside constructional measures in addition.

Date of delivery: September 2019

Task 2.2 Knowledge and Exchange platform
Setting up a computer-based exchange platform for the railways participating on TRISTRAM.

This platform will serve to document and keep track of the activities and projects carried out by the members and be an open access documentation on “Examples of best and effective practice” in different railways (including contact person for the relevant topic).

The platform will be developed as an easily accessible and easy-to-use knowledge base for UIC SLU members. It will have dedicated sections for theme clusters: for example – Alternative methods of vegetation management, IT Tools for IVM, Invasive species, legal constraints etc. It will also have a news section, a section for relevant upcoming events and a place for detailed information about running projects at member’s level. An area dedicated to meetings and work in progress will allow easy access to MoMs of SLU meetings and current versions of TRISTRAM reports.

Output: Implemented computer-based knowledge and exchange platform

Date of delivery: Starting from April 2019 to May 2020
Task 2.3 Reporting/ information exchange

Regular meetings to exchange and discuss experiences between the railways participating on TRISTRAM will be performed at least four times a year. The reporting and documentation of current activities and regulatory of legal evolution reported on these meetings will be realized based on standardized reporting templates. All findings will be integrated into the knowledge and exchange platform developed in task 2.2.

*Date of delivery: continuously*